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Twelve years after the dispute first came to the International Centre for
Settlement of Investment Disputes (ICSID), an ad hoc committee has upheld
a US$48 million award in favour of Chilean mining company Quiborax against
Bolivia – finding that the tribunal’s decision to order the suspension of
domestic criminal proceedings was not a basis for annulment.
In a decision dated 18 May, a committee chaired by Spain's Andrés Rigo
Sureda and including Guatemala’s Milton Argueta Pinto and Sweden’s
Christer Söderlund rejected Bolivia’s application to annul the award in favour
of Quiborax and its Bolivian subsidiary Non-Metallic Minerals. Each side was
ordered to bear its own legal fees, though Bolivia was required to pay the
costs of the annulment proceeding.
The committee also lifted a stay of enforcement over the award. Last year, it
had rejected an application by Quiborax to lift the stay while the annulment
application was being heard, accepting statements by Bolivia that it would
comply with the award if it was not annulled.
The dispute relates to the expropriation of 11 mining concessions in the Salar
de Uyuni region of southern Bolivia. Quiborax and Non-Metallic Minerals filed
the claim in 2006, alongside Chilean national Allan Fosk.
The parties had reached an oral settlement in 2008, but resumed arbitration
after Bolivia initiated criminal proceedings against Non-Metallic Minerals,
accusing the company and its shareholders of forging board minutes to
include Quiborax and Fosk so that it could have standing to bring the ICSID
claim under the Chile-Bolivia bilateral investment treaty (BIT).

An ICSID tribunal chaired by Swiss arbitrator Gabrielle Kaufmann-Kohler,
sitting with Canada’s Marc Lalonde and France’s Brigitte Stern, issued a
decision on provisional measures in 2010, ordering the state to suspend the
criminal proceedings while the arbitration was pending. Bolivia argued that the
decision amounted to an infringement of its sovereignty and requested the
disqualification of all three arbitrators on grounds of bias. That challenge was
rejected by the chairman of the ICSID administrative council, who ruled that
the state had failed to provide evidence of bias.
A decision on jurisdiction in 2012 allowed Quiborax and Non-Metallic Minerals
to proceed with their claims, but refused to hear claims by Fosk personally.
The tribunal issued a final award in September 2015, holding the state liable
for the expropriation of the concessions. Stern, the state’s appointee, issued a
partially dissenting opinion.
The state filed its annulment application days after the award was issued, with
Bolivian attorney general Hector Arce Zaconeta releasing a statement alleging
that the award contained “serious violations of procedural rules” and that the
tribunal acted “outside of its powers to the detriment of Bolivia”.
Bolivia advanced multiple grounds for annulling the award, including that the
tribunal’s decision to order the suspension of the criminal proceedings had
been a manifest excess of powers as it had prevented the state from
advancing its case based on the alleged illegality of the investment. The
committee rejected those arguments, noting the tribunal’s finding that as
Bolivia had actually never suspended the criminal proceedings, it was difficult
to argue that it had not had sufficient opportunity to find evidence of illegality.
Bolivia had also argued that the provisional measures decision was contrary
to Bolivian law, as it ignored the separation of powers and failed to recognise
that a criminal complaint in the Bolivian legal system may not be suspended
or interrupted unless expressly provided by law.
On this point, the committee agreed with the tribunal that there was a
direct relationbetween the arbitration and the criminal proceedings, and
maintained that it is within the jurisdiction of the ICSID tribunals to recommend
the suspension of legal proceedings in the state party to the arbitration, in
order to avoid aggravating differences and to protect the integrity of the
arbitration procedure.

Bolivia also complained that the tribunal majority had relied upon a different
method of quantum valuation than had been proposed by either of the partyappointed experts, calculating the damage using data from before and after
the expropriation took place. The tribunal’s use of this methodology had been
the issue on which Stern dissented.
The state said the “ad hoc methodology” relied upon by the tribunal was
“inherently speculative” and “ignores the rules on causality and predictability
of damage”. However, the committee concluded that the use of ex
ante and ex post information was not contrary to the principle of full reparation
and was compatible with international law standards.
In the annulment and the arbitration proceedings, Quiborax was represented
by a team from Chilean firm Bofill Mir & Alvarez Jana Abogados led by partner
Andres Jana in Santiago. Bolivia instructed a team from Dechert led by
Eduardo Silva Romero in Paris for the annulment proceedings. Dechert had
initially represented the state in the arbitration,before GST of counsel Diego
Brian Gosis took over in 2013. Neither counsel responded to a request for
comment on the decision.
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